
“It ought to be remembered that there is nothing more difficult 
to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain 
in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction of a 

new order of things. Because the innovator has for enemies 
all those who have done well under the old condition, and 

lukewarm defenders in those who may do well under the new. 
This coolness arises partly from fear of the opponents, who 
have the laws on their side, and partly from the incredulity of 
men, who do not readily believe in new things until they have 

had a long experience of them.” 
~Niccolo Machiavelli



Developmental Evaluation Update
March 8th, 2019



General Update:

- Outcome Mapping 

- Evaluation Framework

- Monthly Feedback Mechanism 

- Consider how this is relevant - or not - to your prototype(s)
 
  



Survey - General Reflections:

- Improved role clarity

- Framing of supports
 

- Individuals would like to see improved sharing between prototypes

- Time capacity concerns 

  



 



 



 



 



 At this point in time, are there any additional supports that would help you in your role on the Core Team?16 

responses

just need to be fully linked in and am looking forward to it!
Not that I know of.
utilize Slack more as a group
If our team had a designated leader - someone taking charge of meeting and delegating work. I don't know that we've achieved or 
started working on any of our Sprint 2 actions/goals.
Not that I can think of.
Key messages for communicating to groups/people who are being introduced to this work for the first time
Greater support & stronger commitment from leadership
None at this time
n/a
not currently- just support for second prototype financially when ready.
I need the prompt to set meetings with others to give updates and ask questions. the calls related to evaluation were helpful
No
Clearly define our value to the prototypes (current and future)
Overview of original intent and summary of where we are now.
Not at this moment.
To hear more from the other prototypes would be useful



 At this point in time, are there any additional supports that you feel you need to help advance your 
Prototype Team's progress?11 responses

Not that I know of.
not sure at this time
Not that I can think of. I think the mapping exercise was a very effective tool to help us focus.
More time! It's still a struggle to juggle all work priorities and lead (co-lead) prototypes.
Not at this point
Not currently- looking for to our March 8th in person.
evaluation, progress, tips on what is expected by certain milestones, not sure if the core team will be disappointed by what we have 
or haven't done. Lots of learning and gathering of information, not necessarily jumping in and changing how things are 
delivered...yet.
No
Some clarity around roles within Ops team and increased communication about who is doing what when (I.e. meetings with 
potential new core team members, prototypes, staff, etc.)
No.
no



Supports mindset 

- Framing Supports

- Enabling new efforts

- Supports context

- How to approach challenges?



 What are the biggest challenges for your prototype (if any)?11 responses

Fear of pso revenue implications; lack of consistent standards for municipal rec sport delivery; doing something different 
than the way we have always done it.
a balance between our work and the work that may be happening within the current structure and how to work together
Ensuring that all of the Core team members feel engaged.
Time. Getting partners at the table and getting them to recognize they own the project just as much as the leads 
(co-leads). Everyone still thinks it's a Sport NS owned program.
Time commitment
just time and completing the work needed to move pieces forward.
the system we are looking to change is school sport. we don't have anyone from NSSAF/Dept of Ed committed to doing 
things differently or seeing that this is an issue, that if given some attention, could have a significant impact on school 
climate
N/a
Lack of communication/engagement from prototypes
Understanding the need to completely separate ourselves from the current sport system.
Sustaining momentum, managing expectations and ensuring follow through



Discussion:

- What do these findings tell us about what we should be doing next?

  



Next Steps:

- Feedback tool to go out on a 4-6 week recurring basis
 

- Engage prototypes who have yet to complete outcome mapping exercise and 
determine their readiness to do so

- Re-engage prototypes who have completed the outcome mapping exercise 
and determine next steps/follow up sessions 

- Plan for a most “robust” feedback component to go out prior to the next Sport 
Forum (~May)

  


